Moon Boon

This Wiccan money spell with a green candle is perfect for a Super Moon.

Attract money and wealth manifesting your Magic Powers with a simple ritual and chant.

- Sugar
- Water
- 1 bill (any value and currency)

1. Set your tools outside or near a window where the full moon will shed light at night.

2. Take a glass bowl and add a little tap water. Place it on the table.

3. Take a small glass and add 1 spoonful of sugar.

4. Place the glass with the sugar inside the bowl with water, preventing water from touching the sugar. Place the bill under the bowl.

5. Whisper the following spell:

"Shining Moon, may your light be transmitted and may your radiance reach my finances.

May Water be the mirror, Sugar the conductor, and Abundance come to all areas of my life.

Thank you, dear Moon, because you always listen"

6. Leave it outside overnight and take it inside the next day before direct sunlight hits it.

7. Take the bill and keep it as an amulet in your wallet or in your purse.

8. Pour the water and sugar on the ground.